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THIS PAPER deals mainly with computing the invariant el(G), the fundamental group 
of an end for a finitely presented group with one end. The number of ends of G, eo(G), 
and the fundamental group of the end, el(G), are computed by taking any finite 
complex K with fundamental group G and computing eo(/() and, i f / (  is semistable at 
infinity, el(/~). The groups studied in this paper are non-trivial group extensions. The 
main results of this paper appeared in the author's Ph.D. thesis for which I am 
indebted to my thesis advisor James Schafer and several other professors at the 
University of Maryland for their help. I 'm also grateful to the referee for his 
assistance on several points in this paper. It has also been brought o my attention that 
some of the major results of this paper are also contained in a paper of C. H. 
Houghton which appeared at about the same time as my thesis. His results are proved 
in a different way using wreath products (see, J. London Math. Soc. 15(2), (1977), 
465--471). 
CONJECTURE. Let M ~ be a closed manifold of type K(G, 1). Then f-f ~ is 
homeomorphic to Euclidean space RL 
The following theorem appears in [5, 7]. 
THEOREM. Let M n be a closed manifold of type K(G, 1) with n >- 5. Then 1~1 ~ is 
homeomorphic to R" if and only if G is semistable at infinity and el(G) = 1. 
1. END INVARIANTS 
Let X be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff, and locally connected 
topological space. Then one can choose [2] a sequence of subsets of X, so that U~ is 
compact U1 C/-]2 C . . . .  and t.J U/= X. zr0(X - U/) is the set of path components of 
i=l  
X-U i .  There are maps induced by inclusion fi: z ro (X -U i+ l )~ I ro (X-U i ) .  Define 
h h 
e = card(lira {~r0(X - Ui) ' ~'0(X - U2) ~ ~0(X - U3) ~--" • • ). Let { Vi} be another 
¢._- 
il 
such sequence of compact sets in X. If f = card (l im{~r0(X-V1)¢ ~r0(X-V2) 
i2 
¢ -..}) then e = f and this common number is called eo(X) or the number of ends 
of the space X. For details of proofs about ends and other invariants ee [3, 5, 7, 9]. X 
is said to have one end if eo(X)= 1 or equivalently if given any compact set C in X 
there always exists a larger compact set D so that any two points in the complement 
of D are connected by a path in the complement of C. In fact one can always choose 
the compact set D so that its complement is connected. 
Now suppose that additionally X has one end. Then one can choose a sequence of 
subsets of X so that, U~ is compact, the complement of each Ui is connected, 
U1 c U2 c U3 C • •., and U •=l U~ = X. Let ui be the base point of X - Ui. Then any 
path pl in X -  U,. between u~ and Ui+ 1 induces a map f~: ~r l (X-  U,.+I, 
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ui+O ~ ~rl(X - Ui, ui) which takes a loop l to the loop pilpl -j. So we have the fol lowing 
inverse sequence of groups. 
fl f2 
C: ¢r l (X -  U~, urn) < ¢rm(X - Us, u2) < • • ". 
I fol low the notat ion of S iebenmann i [9]. 
h I h2 
Definitions. (1) Two inverse sequences GI ' (  G2 < G3~-" " ", and 
h J2 
G~ < G2 < G3 <--" " • are conjugate if there exists gi E G i so that j i (x)  = gihi(x)gi- ' .  
hl h2 
(2) A subsequence of GI  ( G2 ~ G3" • " is a sequence 
kl k2 
G,~ < G~ 2 ~ G,3 ~-.  • • where nl < n2 < n3 <"  • • and ki = h~, o h~;÷~ . . . .  hn,+~-l. 
(3) Two inverse sequences of groups C and D are called conjugate quivalent  iff 
there exists a finite chain of inverse sequences C = B~, B2 . . . . .  Bm= D so that ad- 
jacent  sequences are isomorphic,  conjugate,  or one is a subsequence of the other. 
Suppose that {V;} is another sequence of compact  sets of X satisfying the same 
condit ion as the U~. Let v~ be the base point of X -  Vi and let q~ be a path from v; to 
vi+l which induces a map el: ,nh(X-  Vi+l, v i+ l ) - - -> ' f f l (X  - Vi, vi). Then we also have the 
fol lowing inverse sequence of groups 
el e2 
D: 7rl(X - V1, vj) < i (X -  V2,  V2) ( " " ". 
The fol lowing lemma appears in [9]. 
LEMMA. C is conjugate equivalent o D. 
fl f2 
Definition. An inverse sequence D: G~ < G2 < • • • of groups is semistable if
kl k2 
there exists a subsequence Gn~ ~ Gn2 < • • • so that epimorphisms 
kl k2 
Im(k0 ( Im(k2) ~ • • • are induced. If isomorphisms are induced then D is said to 
be stable. 
LEMMA. Suppose D is conjugate equivalent o C. I f  D is semistable (stable) then so 
is C and lim D ~- lim C. 
Proof. If C is a subsequence of D or vice versa then the result is true. So 
kl k2 
suppose that C is conjugate to D. One can take subsequences D':  G~ < G2 ~ • • • 
kl k2 
so that Im(kl) < Im(k2) < • • • is a sequence of epimorphisms and 
hi h2 
C': GI~ G: < • • • so that hi(x) = giki(x)g1-1 for some gi @ Gi. Ira(hi) = gi Im(kl)g1-1 
so hi( Im(hH)) = giki(gi+l Im(ki+l)gT~l)gi -I = giki(giil) Im(ki)ki(gTl+O = gi Im(ki)gf I = 
Im(hi). Therefore Im(h0~- - Im(h~)~- - . . .  is a sequence of epimorphisms and C is 
semistable. If the induced maps ki are also 1 - 1 then hi = gikigf ~ is also 1 - 1. So the 
stabil ity of D implies the stabil ity of C. 
kl k2 
lim D = lim {Im(kO ~ Im(k2) < • • .} 
hi h2 
lim C = lim {Im(hO < Im(h2) ~ • • "}, 
4-- 
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An element in lim D can be thought of as in infinite sequence (dl, d2, d3 . . . . .  ) 
where di ~ Im(ki) and ki(di+l)= di. g ld lg l - l~ Im(h0 = gl Im(k0g1-1. There exists a2 
Im(k2) so that kl(a2)=kl(g2-1). Then g2a2d2a2-1g2-tEIm(h2) and hl(g2a2d2a:-lx 
g2 -I) = glkl(g2)kl(a2)kl(d2)kl(a2-1)kl(g2-1)g2 . Also there is an element a3 of Ira(k3) so 
that k2(a3) = k2(g3-1)a2. Then g3a3d3a3-1d3 -1 E Im(h3) and h2(g3a3d3a3-1g3 -1) 
= g2k2(g3)k2(a3)k2(d3)k2(a3-1)g2 -I = g2a2d~a2-1g2-1; a4, as, etc. will be chosen similarly. So 
there is a map p : lim D--~ lim C which takes ( d~, d2, d3 . . . .  ) to (gldtgl-l, - 
g2a2d2a2 tg2-1,g3a3d3a3 lg -1 . . . .  ). There is also an inverse map p- I : l im C- - * l imD 
which takes (cl, c2, c3 . . . .  ) to (gl-lclgl, a2-~g2-1c2g2a2, 3-1g3-1c3g3 . . . .  ) since 
kH(ai ~ gi-~ cigiai) = kH(ai-~)ki i(gi-l)ki_l(ci)ki_~(gi)kH(ai) = a~Jlgr, ~lci_lgHai_~. Therefore 
lim C ~ lim D. [] 
An example given in Siebenmann's thesis shows that if C is conjugate quivalent 
to D but not semistable then lim C isn't necessarily isomorphic to lim D. 
LEMMA. I f  the inverse sequence of groups D is semistable but not stable then lim D 
cannot be finitely generated. "- 
Proof. By choosing a suitable subsequence of D one gets l imD= 
kl k2 
lira {Im(k0 ( Im(k2) ( Im(k3) ~- .  • .} where all the maps ki are onto but not 1 - 1. 
kl is not 1 - 1 so it maps at least two elements to l E Im(k0. Since k2 is onto and not 
1 - 1 then any element one chooses in Ira(k2) will have at least two elements mapped 
to it by k2. The same is true of k3, k4, etc. So the number of possible elements of lim D 
starting with 1 E Im(k0, i.e. (1, al, bl ,  Cl . . . .  ) is uncountable. Therefore the number of 
elements of lim D is uncountable and hence lim D cannot be generated by a finite or 
even countable number of elements. 
A space X with one end is said to be semistable (stable) at infinity if for any such 
sequence of compact sets the inverse sequence of fundamental groups of their 
complements i semistable (stable). Any space with one end which is semistable at 
infinity has a well-defined fundamental group of its end. Call this invariant of X;  
el(X), eo(X) is a cardinal number and el(X),  when it is defined, is a group. If  a space X 
is semistable at infinity and has el(X) = 1 then given any compact set in X there exists 
a larger compact set D in X so that any loop in the complement of D is contractible in 
the complement of C. The space X is then said to be 1 - LC at infinity. I f  the compact 
set D can always be chosen so that X -D  is simply connected then X is said to be 
1-connected at infinity. 
For now X and Y will be assumed to be connected, countably infinite, locally 
finite cell complexes. X n will denote the n-skeleton of X. The following results from 
[5, 7] will be used. 
LEMMA. I f  X ! = y1 then eo(X) = eo(Y).  
LEMMA. I f  2 2- -  y2 then if X is semistable (stable) at infinity so is Y and 
el(X) -- el(Y).  
One can define e0, semistability (stability) at infinity, el, and 1 - LC at infinity for a 
finitely presented group G. K will be assumed to be any finite complex with 
7rl(K) = G. One defines eo(G) = eo(I(), G is semistable (stable) at infinity i f / (  is, i f / (  
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is semistable e~(G)= e~(/~), and G is 1 -LC  at infinity if /~ is. The following 
theorem [5, 7] insures that these definitions are well defined. 
THEOREM. Let X and Y be two finite CW complexes. I f  X and Y have isomorphic 
fundamental groups then X and ~" have the same number of ends, f f  is semistable 
(stable) at infinity iff ~" is, and in that case et(X) = el(~'). 
The following result due to Stallings[10] is concerned with the end invariants of 
spaces. 
THEOREM. I f  A and B are simply connected spaces where A has one end and B has 
one end or is the real line then A x B is 1-connected at infinity. 
Jonhson[5] translates this result into group theory to get: 
THEOREM. Let G = GI x G2 be a non-trivial product of finitely presented infinite 
groups. Then 
(a) eo(G)= 1 and 
(b) if one of Gi and G2 has one end then G is 1 - LC  at infinity. 
Recently there have been several attempts to extend Johnson's result to group 
extensions G to show that if 1 ~ G ~ G~ G2~ 1 is an exact sequence of finitely 
presented groups with Gx, G2 as in (b) above then G is 2-equivalent to GI x G2 and 
hence 1 -LC  at infinity. The main result is that of Lee and Raymond [7]. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finitely presented group with a normal abelian subgroup H 
isomorphic to Z p and quotient group K = G[H. Assume when p = 1 that K has one 
end, when p = 2, that K is infinite, and no restrictions when k > 2; then G is 1 - LC  at 
infinity. 
Johnson [6] showed that 
THEOREM. If 1 ~ H ~ G ~ K ~ 1 is an exact sequence of finitely presented groups 
with H finite then G is I - LC  at infinity iff K is. 
Also the following is easy 
THEOREM. Let G be a finitely presented group and H a subgroup of finite index. 
Then G is 1 - LC  at infinity if H is. 
Without using Stalling's result the following theorems will show that for any exact 
sequence of finitely presented infinite groups 1 ~H ~ G ~K ~ 1 for which at least 
one of H and K has one end then G is 1 -LC  at infinity. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
(a) Extensions 
1 ~ ~ 1  is an exact sequence where ~d is assumed to be finitely 
presented. Let the generators of ~ be gl . . . . .  gn and the relations of ~ be r l=  
1 . . . . .  r,~ = 1. If  ~ is finitely generated by elements h~ . . . . .  ht then ~r is finitely 
presented with generators gl . . . . .  gn and relations rl = 1 . . . . .  rm = 1, h~ = 1 . . . . .  ht = 1 
where the h's are written as words in the g's. 
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Let us further assume that ~ is finitely presented with generators hi . . . . .  ht and 
relations Pl = 1 . . . . .  Px = 1. Then Y/" is automatically finitely presented say with 
generators k~ . . . . .  kt and relations ~ = 1 . . . . .  Sd = 1. We then have a presentation for 
with generators hi . . . . .  hi, k~ . . . . .  kt and relations Pl = 1 . . . . .  p~ = 1, sl -- Yl . . . . .  st = Yt 
plus the conjugation relations ki-~h~kixi~ = 1 and kihiki-~zi~ = 1 for 1 -< i - t and 1 -< j <- l. 
The x's, y's and z's are all words in the h's. 
THEOREM 1. Let l~- ->qd-->~-- ->l  be an exact sequence of finitely presented 
infinite groups. If ~ is an extension where ~ has one end, then ~g is 1 - LC at infinity. 
(b) Construction of universal covering spaces 
Let H, G and K be finite cell complexes with one 0-cell, and 1-cell for each 
generator of ~, ~, and ~ respectively, and one 2-cell for each relation of ~, ~ and ~. 
Let G be the space constructed in the following manner. (~ has one 0-cell for each g 
in q3. Let y be any generator of ~. For each 0-cell g there is a 1-cell joining g and gy. 
So for each g there are two 1-cells for a particular generator y, one starting at gy-1 and 
ending at g, and another 1-cell starting at g and ending at gy (unless g = gy = gy-~ in 
which case there is only one l-cell). A 2-cell is attached to a sequence of 1-cells going 
from g "to gYl to gY~Y2 to . . .  to gy~.. .  Ys if the yi's are generators or their inverses and 
Yl • • • Ys = 1 is one of the relations of q3. The projection map p which maps every 0-cell 
of G to the 0-cell of G, maps a 1-cell in G corresponding to a generator of ~g to the 
loop in G corresponding to that generator, and a 2-cell in G corresponding to a 
relation of fg to the 2-cell in G corresponding to that same relation, makes G into a 
covering space of G. Any loop in G is homotopic to a cellular loop in (~. Suppose a 
cellular loop 1 goes from a 0-cell g to gy~ to . . .  to gy~.. ,  y,. Since l is a loop in G then 
y~.. .  y, = 1 in ~3 which means that the loop y~. . .  y, is contractible in G. Therefore 
p*: Ir1((~)~ Try(G) is the trivial map and (~ must be the universal covering space of G. 
The universal covering spaces /-I and /(  can be constructed similarly. The deck 
transformations of G are got by multiplying all 0-cells on the left by some g E q3. 
(c) Coset representatives of H 
Inside 0 there are an infinite number of disjoint homeomorphic copies of H, one 
corresponding to each coset of ~ in qd. Call these coset representatives of /t, k • 
for k E X. The 0-cells of k • H correspond to the elements of the coset k • ~. The 
1-cells of k •/~ attached to these 0-cells correspond to the generators of ~g; h~ . . . . .  h,. 
These 1-cells will be called interior 1-cells. The 2-cells of k .  H attached to these 
1-cells correspond to the relations of ~, rl = 1 . . . . .  rm = 1. Two such coset represen- 
tatives k • H and k • ki/4, where ki is a generator of ~r or the inverse of a generator, 
are connected by 1-cells between 0-cells k .  h and k .  h .  ki = k .  ki(kFIhki). These 
1-cells corresponding to the generators of X will be called connecting 1-cells. The 
connecting 1-cells corresponding to ki actually give a 1-1 correspondence b tween the 
0-cells of the two cosets since conjugation is an automorphism. The two coset 
representatives of H are also connected by 2-cells corresponding to the conjugation 
relations ki-lhpkixip = 1 and kihpkF~zip = 1. A useful fact about these coset represen- 
tatives of H is given by the following lemma which will be used later in proving the 
main theorems. 
LEMMA 1. A cellular path (loop) in k • 171 can be deformed to a cellular path (loop) 
in kkiffI(kki-l ffI) by pushing through connecting 1-cells and 2-cells. 
Proof. Suppose a 1-cell in k • H corresponding to some hi, a generator of ~, joins 
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0-cells k • h and k • h • h r. The 0-cell k • h in k • I I  is joined by a connecting l-cell to 
khki = kki(ki-~hk~) which is in kki l l  and likewise the 0-cell khhj is joined by a 
connecting 1-cell to khhiki = kki(ki~hhjki). There is a 2-cell corresponding to the 
relation ki-~hikix~i = 1 which is attached to the loop going from khki to kh to khh i to 
khhihi and then follows a sequence of 1-ceils in kki l l  corresponding to xii which ends 
at khki. The path going from kh to khhj can be pushed into kkilSI through this 
connecting 2-cell onto the sequence of 1-cells corresponding to xii with the 0-cells of 
the path going through the connecting 1-cells. 
A path or loop of more than a single 1-cell is homotopic to a path or loop in k • kill 
by taking the homotopies for each single 1-cell and joining them along the connecting 
l-cells. Continuing this process a path or loop in some coset can be pushed through 
connecting 1-cells and 2-cells into any other coset. [] 
Let C be any compact set in t~. In order for t~ to have one end there must exist a 
larger compact set D so that any two points in t~-D are connected by a path in the 
complement of C. To further show that G is 1-LC at infinity one must construct a 
larger compact set K* so that any loop in G-K* is contractible in t~-C. ~d is 1-LC at 
infinity if and only if (~ is. 
(d) Construction of D and K* 
Any compact set C is contained in a subcomplex C* which contains a finite 
number of cells. Let all of the 0-cells of C* be c~ . . . . .  cx. Any other finite subcomplex 
intersects C* if and only if it has a common 0-cell with C*. Choose an arbitrary 
special sequence of cosets kll, kgjl l ,  kglg2ll, . . . .  kg l . . ,  gsl l  where the gi are genera- 
tors of ~ or their inverses. Two lemmas are needed to construct D and K*. 
LEMMA 2. All but a finite number o[ 1-cells (O-cells) in the special cosets can be 
pushed into k • ISI through connecting 1-cells and 2-cells without intersecting C*. 
Proof. A cellular path intersects C* only if it contains one of the 0-cells c~ . . . .  cx. 
Any 1-cell in kgt •. .  gilSI can be pushed backward into a cellular path in kg~. . ,  gj_~ll 
and eventually into k .  I I  as described in Lemma 1. Any two 1-cells in kg l . . ,  gi l l  
corresponding to the same generator hp of ~ pushed through the special sequence of 
cosets into the same coset kg~.. ,  g f I  go to the same path except that their starting 
points are different. Or in other words the 0-cells of one path are multiplied on the left 
by some element of ~d to get the 0-cells of the other path. If a path has M 0-cells then 
at most M translates of that path will contain any specific 0-cell of G. Since there are 
a finite number of generators of ~, n and a finite number of pairs of special cosets 
there exists a number N which is the maximum length sequence of 1-cells that any 
1-cell gets pushed into along the special sequence of cosets between any two special 
cosets. Since a cellular path of length N contains at most N + 1 distinct 0-cells than at 
most N + 1 1-cells corresponding to a specific generator hp E ~ would intersect a 
specific 0-cell c in kg l . . ,  gXI  after being pushed into kg l . . ,  grll from kg l . . ,  gi l l  
along the special sequence of cosets. There are n generators of ~, there are (s + 1) 
special cosets, and there are x 0-cells in C*. This means that at most ( s+ 
1) 2 • n • x • (N + 1) 1-cells would intersect C* while being pushed between two cosets 
along the special sequence of cosets. The proof for 0-cells is similar except hat N + 1 
can be replaced by 1. [] 
Now extend the special sequences of cosets to kll, . . . .  kg l . . .gs l l ,  
kgl .. • gsgs+~ll, . . . .  kg~ . . .  g, l l  where kgl .. • g, l l  = k • II. Let Iz be a path of connec- 
ting 1-cells starting in k • I I  going through the special sequence of cosets stopping in 
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kg~. . ,  gsI5I, lz will be a path of connecting 1-cells starting at the end point of l~ in 
kg j . . ,  gJ5I going through the remaining special cosets into k • H followed by a path of 
interior 1-cells in k • H back to the starting point of 11. 
LE~MA 3. All  but a finite number of  paths of  connecting 1-cells starting in k • I5-I 
going through the special sequence of  cosets ending in kgl • • • gslSI are homotopic in the 
complement of  C* to a path which consists of  connecting l-cells going through the 
remaining special cosets back into k • ffl fo l lowed by a path of  interior l-cells in k • I5I. 
Proof. Any path p of connecting 1-cells starting in k • H going through the special 
sequence of cosets ending in kg l . . ,  gslSI is a translate of l~. The 0-cells of lz are 
multiplied on the left by some h E ~ to get the 0-cells of p. If lj starts at kh~ and p 
starts at kh2 then h =kh2h~-lk -~. Call such a path p; h .  lj. Since G is simply 
connected then there is a cellular homotopy from l~ to 12. The image of this homotopy 
in t~ is a compact cellular set A. But then h • l~ is homotopic to h • 12 and the image of 
this homotopy is h • A. h • 12 is a path of the required type. If A contains m 0-cells 
than since C* contains x 0-cells at most m x translates of A would ever intersect C*. 
[] 
C* has all its 0-cells in the cosets  Cl/--I ~ . . . .  CxI~-I, Since Y{ has one end, then the 
1-skeleton o f /~ has one end. So there is a compact set B in the 1-skeleton o f / (  which 
contains the 0-cells dl . . . . .  dx corresponding to the cosets ci . . . . .  cxg in q3/~ = ~ and 
whose complementary 1-skeleton is connected. Suppose the 0-cells of B are 
dl . . . . .  dx . . . . .  dr. Call the corresponding cosets c~/-), . . . .  ct/-), primary cosets. Any two 
cosets which are not primary cosets will then be connected by a path of connecting 
1-cells in G which doesn't go through any of the primary cosets because a path of 
1-cells in / (  corresponds to a path of connecting 1-cells in G. 
Now I construct a sequence of compact sets C C C* C F C D C D* C E C E* C 
K* so that D and K* are the desired compact sets. Except for K* all the 0-cells of 
the above compact sets will be contained in the primary cosets. 
First look at all the special sequences kI5-I, kg~ISI, . . . .  kg j . . ,  gp+J-7t where k/-) and 
kg~.. ,  gp+~/-) are not primary cosets, and kg~I-7I, . . . .  kg~. . ,  gpI5--I are distinct primary 
cosets. Since there are a finite number of primary cosets and gl, gp+l are restricted to 
being generators of ~ or their inverses then there are a finite number of the above 
special sequences of cosets, k/-) and kgl • • • gp+~ISI are not primary cosets so there is a 
sequence of non-primary cosets kgl . . . gp+~ISt, kg~ . . . gp+flSI, . . . .  kgl . . . gvI5I so that 
kg~. . ,  gvlSI = kI5t. By applying Lemma 3 once for each of the above special sequences 
one sees that all but a finite number of paths of connecting l-cells which start at a 
non-primary coset, then go through a sequence of disjoint primary cosets, and end at 
a non-primary coset, are homotopic in the complement of C* to a path of connecting 
1-cells which only goes through non-primary cosets followed by a path of interior 
1-cells in a non-primary coset. Let F be the compact set which contains C* plus the 
0-cells in the primary cosets of the finite number of cellular paths that aren't 
homotopic in the complement of C* to such a path. Now consider the finite number of 
sequences of distinct primary cosets. Applying Lemma 2 a finite number of times one 
sees that all but a finite number of 0-cells and 1-cells in the primary cosets can be 
pushed through these sequences of cosets without intersecting F. Adding these new 
0-cells along with their boundaries to F one gets a new compact set D. Any 0-cell or 
1-cell in the complement of D and in some primary coset can be pushed through any 
of the finite number of sequences of distinct primary cosets and not intersect F. Add 
to D any 1-cells and 2-cells if all the 0-cells of their boundaries are contained in D. 
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Similarly, let D* be a compact set so that any 1-cell in the complement of D* and in 
some primary coset can be pushed through any of the finite number of special 
sequences of distinct primary cosets and not intersect D. By Lemma 3 again their 
exists a compact set E so that any paths of connecting 1-cells in its complement 
which go through one of a finite number of special sequences of primary cosets which 
are distinct except that they start and end in the same coset are homotopic in the 
complement of D* to a path of interior 1-cells in the first coset. Again by Lemma 2 
there is a compact set E* so that any 0-cell in a primary coset and in the complement 
of E* can be pushed through any of a finite number of sequences of disjoint primary 
cosets and remain in the complement of E. Finally, let K* be the compact set which 
contains E* and all 1-cells and 2-cells along with their boundaries if their boundaries 
intersect E ;~. 
(e) C, has one end 
If the group G has more than one end then H~(~; Z~)= 0. Then by a result of 
Bieri in [1] every finitely generated normal subgroup is either finite or of finite index in 
~. This would contradict the fact that ~ is finitely generated and is a normal subgroup 
of ~ of infinite index in ~. Therefore the group ~ has one end and thus d has one 
end. 
(t) Contracting a loop in C.-K* 
A loop in G-K* is homotopic to a cellular loop l in the complement of G-E*. A 
cellular path in d consists entirely of interior l-cells and connecting 1-cells. 
LEMMA 4. If all the O-cells of l are in primary cosets then l is contractible in the 
complement of C*. 
Proof. If l contains no connecting 1-cells then it is entirely in some primary coset. 
Since l is in the complement of D then l can be pushed through a sequence of disjoint 
primary cosets into a non-primary coset where it is contractible in the complement of 
C*.  
Suppose that l intersects the primary coset al/~. If l is not entirely contained in 
a lH then there is a connecting 1-cell starting at a 0-cell e~ in a~H joining a 0-ceU f2 in 
a2H. Then ! might follow a path P2 of interior 1-cells in a2H ending at e2. l continues 
following a connecting 1-cell starting at e2 and ending at f3 in a3H. Since l is in the 
complement of D*, P2 can be pushed through connecting cells to a path P2, in atH and 
in the complement of D. Then l is homotopic to a loop l~ which has no interior 1-cells 
in a2H. !1 is the same as l except starting at e~, ll follows the path P2, and then follows 
connecting 1-cells through e2 and finally to f3 in a3H. If a3H¢ al / t  then any path of 
interior 1-cells starting at f3 can also be pushed into aiH and It can be homotoped to 12 
which is the same as l~ except it has interior 1-cells in a~/~ followed by connecting 
1-cells going from a~/t to a2H to a3H to a4H. Continuing in this manner we can push 
all interior 1-cells into alH in the complement of D until an/-] r equals some amH 
preceding it. But the loop of connecting 1-cells from amH back to am/4 is contained in 
the complement of E since the 0-cell in an-ill is not in E* and any path of connecting 
1-cells starting in G-E* going through a sequence of distinct primary cosets is 
contained in the complement of E. Therefore this loop is homotopic in the comple- 
ment of D* to interior 1-cells in amH. Now starting again at am/-~ continue pushing 
interior 1-cells into a~/~ in the complement of D and if necessary homotop any loops 
of connecting 1-cells to interior 1-cells in the complement of D*. Eventually the loop 
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gets back to a iH by connecting 1-cells and can be contracted to interior 1-cells in the 
coset a~H. Once the path is homotoped to be entirely in a~H in the complement of D 
then it can be contracted in the complement of C as before. [] 
LEMMA 5. I f  l intersects at least one non-primary coset then 1 is homotopic in the 
complement of C* to a new cellular path l" which doesn't intersect any primary coset. 
Proof. If all of the connecting 1-cells go between on-primary cosets then l itself 
is the required path. Otherwise there is at least one connecting 1-cell from a 
non-primary coset aH joining a primary coset al/~. Now proceed as in Lemma 4 
pushing interior 1-cells into aH and reducing loops of connecting 1-cells between 
disjoint primary cosets to interior 1-cells and stop when you reach another non- 
primary coset. Repeat this process for every connecting 1-cell which goes from a 
non-primary coset to a primary coset and call the resulting path l'. Each of the new 
paths of connecting 1-cells contains a 0-cell in the complement of E* and so each of 
the paths is in the complement of E. Also l' is in the complement of E and hence in 
the complement of F. Any segment of connecting 1-cells of l' which intersects 
primary cosets is contained in a path of connecting 1-cells which starts at a coset 
which isn't a primary coset and then goes through a sequence of disjoint primary 
cosets and ends at a non-primary coset. By the construction of F such a path is 
homotopic in the complement of C* to a path which doesn't intersect any primary 
coset. Continue changing l' in this manner and eventually one gets the required path 
/". [] 
LEMMA 6. l" is contractible in the complement of C* 
Proof. l" is certainly contractible in G by some homotopy. The image of this 
homotopy is contained in some compact cellular set A. If h E ~ the loop h.  l" is 
contractible in the compact cellular set h • A. Only a finite number of translations of A 
can intersect C*. Since ~ is infinite some translation of l", say h • l", is contractible in 
the complement of C*. Now it only remains to show that l" is homotopic to h • l" in 
the complement of C*. l" can be broken up into 2n subpaths o that lEj_l is a path of 
interior 1-cells in a non-primary coset a~H and 12j is a path of connecting 1-cells 
between aJ-~r and a~.÷~/-~ r which doesn't go through any primary cosets, where an+~/-~r = 
a~/-]r. Let bj be the end point of 12i-l. Choose a path pj of interior 1-cells in ai/-]r which 
starts at bj and ends at h 'b j .  One can push p~ through connecting cells between 
non-primary cosets to a path gi+~ in aj+lH so that bj. is pushed along the path 12j and 
h • bj is pushed along the path h • 12j. Then there is also a homotopy going through 
these same connecting cells from 12y to the path Pi followed by h • 12j and followed by 
(q;+0 -~. But the path (qj)-~ followed by 12j-1 followed by pj is a path of interior l-cells 
in aJ-]r with the same starting and ending point as h • 12~-~. Since a~H is not a primary 
coset then these two paths are homotopic in this coset which is outside of C*. Putting 
all these homotopies together we get a homotopy from l" to h" 1". Therefore l" is 
contractible in the complement of C*. [] 
So t~ is indeed 1-LC at infinity. 
(g) ~" has one end 
THEOREM 2. Let 1~' - - ->~- - ->~1 be an exact sequence o/ f in i te ly presented 
infinite groups. I f  ~ has one end then ~ is 1-LC at o~. 
It is easy to see that once again t~ has one end. 
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Let C be a compact set in t~. C is contained in C*, a compact cellular set in (~. 
There are a finite number of primary cosets alH, . . . .  axffI which contain 0-cells of C*. 
Choose a finite sequence of g~'s which are generators of ~ or their inverses o that 
ax+lg~.., gslSI = aoffI and for every i there exists si < s so that ax+lg~.., gsfI  = ailSI. 
Since ~r is infinite we can choose a0 and ax÷~ to be different from all the other a~. This 
chosen sequence of cosets a~+~ffI, a~+~g~ffI, . . . .  ax÷lg! • • • g f t  will be referred to as the 
special sequence of cosets. Now I construct a sequence of compact sets C C C* c 
D C D* C F C E C E* C K* so that any loop in the complement of K* is contractible 
in the complement of C. Choose a compact set D so that any 1-cell in the primary 
cosets in the complement of D can be pushed through the special sequence of cosets 
between a0~ and a~÷~H without intersecting C*. Further enlarge D so that the 
1-skeleton of a~tTt-D is connected. Choose D* so that any 1-cell in a primary coset in 
the complement of D* which can be pushed through any of the sequence of 
connecting 1-cells in the complement of F between disjoint primary cosets starting at 
aiH and ending at a~H, is homotopic in the complement of D* to a sequence of 
connecting 1-cells going backwards or forwards along the special sequence of cosets 
from a~H to ajH followed by interior 1-cells in aiffI. Construct E so that any path of 
connecting 1-cells in its complement which goes through a sequence of disjoint 
primary cosets until it comes back to the first coset is homotopic in the complement of
F to a path of interior 1-cells in the first coset. There also exists a compact set E* so 
that any 0-cell in a primary coset in the complement of E* can be pushed in 
connecting 1-cells through any sequence of disjoint primary cosets or any sub- 
sequence of the special sequence of cosets and remain in the complement of E. Let 
K* be the compact set which contains E* and all 2-cells and their boundaries that 
intersect E*. A loop in G-K* is homotopic to a cellular loop l in the 1-skeleton of 
t~-E*. A cellular path consists entirely of interior 1-cells and connecting 1-cells. 
LEMMA 4*. I f  all the O-cells of I are in primary cosets then l is contractible in the 
complement of C*. 
Proof. Essentially the same as Lemma 4. [] 
LEMMA 5*. If I intersects at least one non-primary coset then l is homotopic in the 
complement of C* to a path l" in the complement of E which has interior 1-cells only 
in non-primary cosets and for which any subpath of connecting 1-cells between 
primary cosets is contained in a larger subpath of l" which goes from a non-primary 
coset to a primary coset and then goes backwards or forwards through part of the 
special sequence of cosets and then back to a non-primary coset. 
Proof. Proceed as in Lemma 5 until you get the path l'. Only subpaths of 
connecting 1-cells of l' intersect the primary cosets. A segment of connecting 1-cells 
of l' which goes between primary cosets is contained in a path of connecting 1-cells 
which starts at a non-primary coset aH then goes to aiH, goes through a sequence of 
disjoint primary cosets ending at ajffI, and then finally goes to another non-primary 
coset. In constructing l' the 0-cell in ajH has remained unchanged and is in the 
complement of E*. Therefore all of these connecting paths are in the complement of
E. By the choice of F such a path is homotopic in the complement of D* to a path 
which goes from ai/-I to ajffl by connecting 1-cells backwards or forwards through the 
special sequence of cosets and then follows interior 1-cells back to the original 0-cell 
in aiR. Push the interior 1-cells back along the special sequence of aiH and then into 
a/~. Continuing in this manner we get the required path l". [] 
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LEMMA 6*. 1" is contractible in the complement of C*. 
l" is certainly contractible in G by some homotopy. The image of this homotopy is
a compact cellular set A. If h E ~ the loop h • l" is contractible in the compact cellular 
set h ,  A. Only a finite number of the translations of A can intersect E*. So some 
h • l" is contractible in the complement of E*. Now it only remains to show that l" is 
homotopic to h • l" in the complement of C*. 
Let 11 be a subpath of connecting 1-cells which starts at a non-primary coset, goes 
backwards or forwards through the special sequence of cosets starting at alH and 
ending at a2H, and ends at a non-primary coset. I will also use the fact that 11 has a 
0-cell d in the complement of E* in a2H because of the way it was constructed in
Lemma 5*. h • d also is in the complement of E*. Then d and h • d can be pushed 
through the special sequence of cosets into axH in the complement of E. Since D C E 
then these two 0-cells can be connected by a path of interior 1-cells in the complement 
of D. This path p can be pushed through all the special sequence of cosets without 
intersecting C*. Pushing the path p through connecting 1-cells between alH and a:H 
along the special sequence of cosets one endpoint of p follows part of the path 11 and 
the other endpoint follows part of the path h • Ii. Any path in a~H can be pushed to 
the starting coset of l~ in the complement of C* and any path in g2/~ can be pushed to 
the ending coset of l~. Through these same connecting cells then l~ can be homotoped 
to interior 1-cells in the starting coset, followed by h • Ii, followed by interior 1-cells in 
the end coset of l~. Any part of l" which intersects the primary cosets is contained in a 
sequence of 1-cells satisfying the same conditions as l~. Then proceed as in Lemma 6 
to show l" is homotopic to h • l" and hence is contractible in the complement of C. [] 
Thus ~ is 1-LC at infinity, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Now Theorems 1 and 2 tell us that if 1 ~ H ~ G ~ K ~ 1 is an exact sequence of 
finitely presented infinite groups where either H or K has one end then G is I-LC at 
infinity. It is possible for G to be finitely presented and have H not finitely presented. 
For example take the fundamental group of the connected sum of two tori to be G 
and its commutator subgroup to be H. Then K is Z ~ Z ~ Z G Z which has one end 
but el(G)= Z since all closed aspherical 2-manifolds are covered by R 2. It is also 
necessary that at least one of H and K has one end since the fundamental group of a 
torus is Z e Z which is an extension of Z by Z. But again el(Z Q Z) = Z. 
In a future paper I hope to discuss the end invariants of amalgamated free 
products and HNN groups. 
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